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Although high-layer security mechanisms are essential to secure wireless networks, these 
techniques do not directly leverage the unique properties of the wireless domain to address 
security threats. Especially in cognitive radio network, because of the particularity of its network, 
communication process will suffer Primary User Emulation (PUE) attacks. 
For resisting the physical attacks, this paper uses the ray tracing algorithm to extract channel 
frequency response from physical layer as wireless channel fingerprint. Smoothly, a channel 
fingerprint algorithm based on channel frequency response is proposed. This paper analyses the 
performance of the algorithm, and proves the feasibility and reliability of the algorithm. The 
experimental results show that, the algorithm identification accuracy is related to the number of 
sampling frequency points. The more sampling frequency points are, the better the algorithm 
performance is. Further, the paper proposes cross-layer protocol include channel fingerprint 
algorithm and RSA digital signature. Based on NS2 simulation software, the paper analyses the 
cross-layer protocol performance from various aspects. We find and analyze three performance 
impact factors, the receiving signal-to-noise ratio, the threshold and the proportion of receiving 
packets. Through simulation analysis, we can get the most value of impact factors. Besides, 
comparing the performance between the RSA security mechanism and the cross-layer protocol, 
this paper gets conclusion that this cross-layer protocol can effectively identify transmitters and 
reduce the workload of high-layer security mechanism to save the cost of the system. 
The main contents and innovative points of this paper concentrate in two aspects. The one 
aspect is using ray tracing algorithm to acquire channel frequency response, the other is 
researching channel fingerprint algorithm based on frequency response and the performance of the 
cross-layer protocol. 
In the future work, we can research the algorithm deep from other aspects, such as online 
simulation, increasing the simulation scene and seeking new impact factors. 
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Signal Strength）来进行发射机的识别。此文中，作者利用USRP（Universal Software 
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